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1. Sacrifice as an Act
of Killing

1. SACRIFICE,
HUNTING, AND

FUNERARY RITUALS

Aggression 1 and human violence have marked the progress of
our civilization and appear, indeed, to have grown so during its
course that they have become a central problem of the present. Analy-
ses that attempt to locate the roots of the evil often set out with short-
sighted assumptions, as though the failure of our upbringing or the
faulty development of a particular national tradition or economic sys-
tem were to blame. More can be said for the thesis that all orders and
forms of authority in human society are founded on institutionalized
violence. This at least corresponds to the fundamental role played in
biology by intraspecific aggression, as described by Konrad Lorenz.
Those, however, who turn to religion for salvation from this "so-
called evil" of aggression are confronted with murder at the very core

IS. Freud pointed the way in Das Unbehagen il1 der Kl/ltl<r (1930), Ges. Schriftel1 XII
(1934), 27-114 = Ces. Werke XIV (1948), 4'9-506. K. Lorenz (1963) is basic from the
standpoint of the behaviorist. The sometimes spirited criticisms of his approach-for
instance, M. F. Ashley-Montagu, ed., Mal1 and Aggression (1968); A. Plack. Die Cesell-
schaft und das Bose (1969'); J. Rattner, Aggression und menschliche Natur (1970)-did in-
deed correct some particulars but sometimes also displayed wishful thinking and par-
tisanship; cf. Eibl-Eibesfeldt's (1970) defensive posture. For application to religious
studies see P. Weidkuhn, Aggressivitat, Ritl/s, Sakularisienmg. Biologische Cnmdformel1
religioser Prozesse (1965).
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of Christianity-the death of God's innocent son; still earlier, the Old
Testament covenant could come about only after Abraham had de-
cided to sacrifice his child. Thus, blood and violence lurk fascinat-
ingly at the very heart ofr.eligion-::: ,,.-,--,,.- ---.....

From a classicizing perspective, Greek religion appeared and still
~ppears to some as bright and harmlessly cheerful. Yet those who
maintain that the skandalon of the Cross (I Cor. 1:23) is on another
level altogether overlook the deeper dimension that accompanies the
~asy life of the gods as portrayed by Homer. If a man is able to draw
:lear to the gods, as the priest Chryses with Apollo or as Hektor or
Jdysseus with Zeus, he can do so because he has "burnt many thigh-
:>1eces of bulls" (II. 1.40, 22.170; ad. 1.66), for this is the act of piety:
)loodshed, slaughter-and eating. .li ro;:\.!s.~sno difference if there is
10 temple ,orcult"statue,.as o£tenoc<wsiD,the,cu]tgf ze,u5;fh;'gocns
nesent at his place of sacrifice, a. place distinguished by the heap of
Ishes left from "sacred", offeriDgs b.un1J there,over long periods of
ime, or by the horns andskulls.of.slaughlexe,d. rams aDdplllls, or by
he altar-stone where. the bloo,d.ffi1,lst l?~_~prin~led. The worshipper
:xpenences the god most powerfully not just in pious conduct or in
nayer, song, and dance, but in the deadly blow of the axe, the gush
)f blood and the burning of thigh-pieces. The realm of the gods is
;acred, but the "sacred" act done at the "sacred" place by the "con-
;ecrating" actor consists of slaughtering sacrificial animals, [epevetll
'a [epeiOl.' It was no different in Israel up to the destruction of the
emple.3 It is prescribed that daily "burnt offering shall be on the
1earth upon the altar," "all night until the morning" (Lev. 6:2); these
:ffering~, the remnants of two one-year-old lambs cut into pieces, are
a pleasmg odor to the Lord." Thus the principal sin of Antiochus
:piphanes against Jerusalem was that he ordered that "the continual
'urnt offering [be] taken away" (Dan. 8:11). Augustus built an altar to

celebrate the establishment of world peace and, together with his
family, appears on the reliefs of this Ara Pacis as a sacrificer, preceded
by servants carrying the sacrificial axe. Thus, the most refined Au-
gustan art provides a framework for the bloody sacrifices at the
center.

Sacrificial killing is the basic experience of the "sacred." Homo re-
ligiosus acts and attains self-awareness as homo necans. Indeed, this is
what it means "to act," pe'etll, operari (whence "sacrifice" is Opfer in
German)-the name merely covers up the heart of the action with a
euphemism.' The bliss of encountering divinity finds expression in
words, and yet the strange and extraordinary events that the partici-
pant in the sacrifice is forced to witness are all the more intense be-
cause they are left undiscussed.

Thanks to the descriptions in Homer and tragedy, we can recon-
struct the course of an ordinary Greek sacrifice to the Olympian gods
almost in its entirety. The path that leads to the center of the sacred
experience is complex. Tjlf P-I-e.p-ara!!Q~s_i.!1~ludebathing and dress-
ing in clean clothes,S putting on ornamer:~s an~_.~ri_a'fli's';6(jf~~r\sexual
al?~tinence is a requirement.' At t,hestart,a procession (7rOf-L7r-T)),8even
if still a small one, is f9,rmed. Thefestival participants. depart from the
everyday world, moving to a 'single rh)'-thm and singing. The sacrifi~
cial ar.Umal is led along with them, likewisedecorated'a'ndtrans"
formed=pound with fillets, its horns covered with gold.' Generally it
is hoped that the animal will follow the procession compliantly or
even willingly. Legends often tell of animals that offered themselves'

'The basic meaning of .J,jo'v is "to smoke:' Concerning the ancients, Plutarch writes
(following Theophrastus?) mpcxTTo/J-oVOL Kcxi BeL!-,cxivovre'i "'poe,"" /J-f.V f.KaAOUV Kcxi

"pf.'e,"," w'i n !-,f.ycx Bpwvre'i. TO iiueLv '!-'iJroxov, Q. COI1V.729 f.; 7Tove,criiCXL II. 2.409, d.
1.318; Hy. Merc. 436. Likewise in Hebrew and Hittite, the verb to do is used in the sense
of "to sacrifice"; d. Casabona (1966) 3°'-304, who warns against generalizations.

'E.g., Od. 4.759; Eur. El. 79' and J. D. Denniston's Commentary (1939), ad loc.; Poll.
1.25; Wachter (1910) 11-12; R. Ginouves, BAi\ANEYTIKH; Recherches sur Ie bain dal1s
l'antiquiti grecque (1962), 299-3,8.

'Xen. Anab. 7.1.40; Aeschines 3.77; etc.; J. Kochling, De coronarum apud antlquos vi atque
usu (1913); K. Baus, Der Kranz in Antike und Christelltum (1940); L. Deubner, ARW }o
(1933), 70-104; Blech (1982).

'Fehrle ('9'0), esp. '55-58; for the Coan inscription on the sacrifice of a bull for Zeus
Polieus see now SIG' 1025 = LS '51 A 4'-44.
'E. Pfuhl, De Atheniensium pomp is sacris (1910); Wilamowitz (1932) 350-54.

'Od. 3.432-38. This survived in folk custom until modern times; see U. Jahn, Die deul.
schen Opferbriiuche bei Ackerbau und Viehzucht (1884), '36-}7, 3'5-'7, on the proverbial
"ox at Pentecost"; Megas (195~) '7. On the meaning of iepdov Tf.Ae,OV see Arist. fro 101;
Plut. De def. or. 437a; Schol. A. Ii. 1.66; Eust. 49.}5.

On Greek sacrifice see Stengel (1910), (1920) 95-155; Eitrem (1915); F. Schwenn, Gebet
nd Opfer (1927); L. Ziehen, RE XVIII (1939), 579-627, III A (1929), 1669-79; Meuli
1946); Burkert (1966); Nilsson (1955) 132-157; Casabona (1966); E.Forster, "Die antiken
,nsichten uber das Opferwesen," Diss. Innsbruck, '952; E. Kadletz, "Animal Sacrifice
1 Greek and Roman Religion," Diss. University of Washington, '976; Detienne and
'ernant (1979). For the pictorial tradition see G. Rizza, ASAA 37/38 (1959/60), }21-45;
1et2ger (1965) 107-118. On sacrifice generally see W. R. Smith (1894); H. Hubert and
1. Mauss, "Essai sur la nature et la fonction du sacrifice," Annee Sociologique 2 (1898),
9-138 = M. Mauss, Oeuvres I (1968), '93-307; A. LOisy, Essai historique sur Ie sacrifice
'920); R. Money-Kyrle, The Meaning of Sacrifice (1930) (psychoanalytical); E. M. Loeb,
The Blood Sacrifice Complex," Mem. Amer. Al1thr. Assoc. 30 (1923); E. O. James, Sacri-
ceand Sacrament (1962); Burkert (1981).
{. de Vaux, Les sacrifices de I'Ancien Testamel1t (1964); d. n. 42 below.
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up for sacrifice,1O apparent evidence of a higher will that commands
assent. The final goal is the sacrificial stone, the altar "set up" long
ago, which is to be sprinkled with blood. Usually a f~re is_alr~a,~y
ablaze on top of it. Often a censer is used to iinpregnate the atmo-
sphere with the scent of the extraordinary, <rn.d...tb~r.ejs..1I)._~s.~~:,~s~~~y
.!..b~LQLth~Jl~~. A virgin leads the way, "carrying the basket" (Kaj/T)C
<papa,), II that is, an untouched girl holding a covered container (see
figures 1 and 2). A water jug must be there as well.

First of all, after arriving at the sacred place, the participants
mark off a circle; the sacrificial basket and water jug are carried
around the assembly, thus marking off the sacred realm from the pro-
fane." The first communal act is washing one's hands as Jhe begin-
ning of that whichis to take place. Theanimalis also sprln~]e~with
water.'''Shake yourself," says Trygaios In'Aristophanes,13 for the ani-
mal's movement is taken to signify a "willing nod," a "yes" to the sac-
rificial act. The~1,!LU§.JYatered.,Ag9in," so that he will bow his _h~C!d.
The animal' thus becomes the center oTii"tfe-rific),h;"The'partlcipants
now take unground barley grains (avAai), the most ancient agricul-
tural product, from the basket. These, however, are not meant for
grinding or to be made into food: after a brief silence, the solemn
ev<pT)/-Le'ill,followed by a prayer out loud-in a way, more self-
affirmation than prayer-the participants fling the barley grains away
onto the sacrificial animal, the altar, and the earth." They are after

another kind of food..lheac..t of throwing simultaneously as a gro,tlp
is an aggre~~ive.g~sture,like beginning a figni,even If themost harm-
les$.:.pfOIectiles.ar.e chosen. In-deed, in some ancient rituals stones
were used.'. Hidden beneath the grains in the basket was the knife,
which now lies uncovered." The leader in this incipient drama, the
lepev" steps toward the sacrificial animal, carrying the knife still cov-
ered so that the animal cannot see it. A swift cut, and a few hairs from
the brow are shorn and thrown into the fire. This is another, though
more serious, act of beginning (&p)(ecr~at),18 just as the water and the
barley grains were a beginning. Blood has not yet been spilled and no
pain whatsoever has been inflicted, but the inviolability of the sacrifi-
cial animal has been abolished irreversibly.

Now comes the death blow. The women raise a piercingscream:
whether in fear or triumpl:tor both -at once, the "G~e~,kcustoni of the
sacriIidai scream';" marks, the' emotional CiiIDaxof the event, drown-,
ing out the death-rattle. The blood flowing out is treated with special
care. It may not spill on the ground; rather, it must hit the altar, the
hearth, or the sacrificial pit. If the animal is small it is raised over
the altar; otherwise the blood is caught in a bowl and sprinkled on the
altar-stone. This object alone may, and must again and again, drip
blood .'0

The "act" is over; its consequences are the next concern. The ani-
mal is carved up and disembowelled. Its inner organs are now the
main focus, lying revealed, an alien, bizarre, and uncanny sight, and
yet common in the same form to men as well, as is known from
seeing wounded soldiers. The tradition specifies precisely what must

"1'i01)AarOV(3oo~BiK1)VAesch. Ag. 1297; see Burkert (1966) 107 n. 43; Dio Chrys. Or.
12.51 (Olympia); Porph. Abst. 1.25 (Gadeira, Kyzikos); Plut. Pel. 22 (Leuktra); Apollon.
Mir. 13 (Halikarnassos); Arist. Mir. Ausc. 844a35 (Pedasia); Philostr, Her. 8 p. 294
(Rhesos), 17 p. 329 and Arr. Peripl. 22 (Leuke); Ael. Nat. an. 10.50 (Eryx), 11.4 (Her-
mione); especially for human sacrifice see Neanthes FGrHist 84 F 16 (Epimenides),
Servo Aen. ),57 (Massalia), Paus. 4.9.4 (Messenia); Isaac, according to Hellenistic tradi-
tion, see )os. Ant. Iud. 1.232;IV Mace. 13: 12, 16: 20. Cf. ). Schmitt, Freiwilliger Opfertod
bei Euripides (1921).
"). Schelp, Das Kanoun, der griechische Opferkorb (1975); for reproductions see. e.g., Si-
mon (1969) 19); Deubner (19)2) pI. 11.1; Nilsson (1955) pI. 32.1.
'E.g., Aristoph. Pax 956-58, Eur. [ph. Aut. 1568; Eitrem (1915) 7-29.)
Aristoph. Pax 960; 0 B' £KOVC7<OVCiv Kcxrcxveva-n. . . Porph. Abst. 2.9 = Parke and
Normell (1958) ]] #5)7; Pluto Q. conv. 729 f., De def. or. 435b-c, 437a; Schoi. II. 1.449;
)choi. Aristoph. Pax 960; Schol. Apoll. Rhod. 1.425; d. Meuli (1946) 254,266;). G. Fra-
,er, Pausa"ias' Description of Greece, 1898, on Paus. 10.5.7; Ginouves, BAt\ANEYTIKH,
111-18.
'Bull-sacrifice for dithyrambic victory: see, e.g., the Munich stamnos 2412 = ARV'
0)6, 5 in Stengel (1920) pI. V.
'A. W, H. Adkins, "Eiixol-'CXL,EVXWA'Ijand Evxo~ in Homer," CQ 19 (1969).20-3): "as-
.erting his existence, his value, and his claims" (33); this characteristic, a given in Ho-
neric usage, conforms exactly to the position of prayer in the sacrificial ritual. "It hough
he prayer qua request can, as Oriental texts show, be far more elaborate.

"OVAOxVrcx~ o,V£AOVTOI rrpo{3aAovro II. 1.449/458, 2A'O/421, and d. ad. 3.447; XiPVL{3CX
r' OVAOxVrcx~ ro KCXro,PxeCT1'icxLad. 3.445; d. Aristoph. Pax 961-67. For oVAcxi as the most
ancient grain see Theophrastus in Porph. Abst. 2.6 and Schol. 11. 1.449b; Schol. ad.
3.441; Suda a 907; Eust. 132.25, 133.12, and d. Eust. 1859.48; as an expression of rrOAV-
rrA1)1'ieiCt and eV<{Jopicxsee Schol. A II. 1.449, Schoi. ad. 3.441. '¥1J<{J'CTLV. . . o,vri OVAWV
XPWI-'OVOLPaus. 1.41.9 (d. 111.4 below). For ritual stone-throwing around the altar of
Poseidon at the Isthmian sanctuary see O. Broneer, Hesperia 28-(1959). 303. Cf. L. Zie-
hen, Hennes 37 (1902),391-400; Stengel (1910) 1)-33; Eitrem (1915) 261-308, who recog-
nized the equivalence with <{JVAA0{30Aicxand KCXTCtxVCTI-'CtrCX;Burkert (1966) 107, n. 46.
"Plat. Com. fro 91 (CAF I 626); Aristoph. Pax 948 with Schol.; Eur. £I. 810, tph Auf.
1565; Philostr. V Ap. 1.1
"ad. 3.446, 14.422; Eur. Ale. 74-76, E/. 811; Eitrem (1915) 344-72-who, however, er-
roneously makes the "beginning" into a "selbstandige Opfergabe" (413).

"'EAA1)VLKO" "Ol-'LCTI-'CX1'ivCTTaBo~ {30i]~ Aesch. Sept. 269; ad. 3.450; Aesch. Ag. 595.
1118; Hdt. 4.189; L. Deubner, "Ololyge und Verwandtes," Abh. Berlin (1941). 1.

2OAil-'aCTCTOLVrov~ {3WI-'OV~Poll. 1.27; Porph. Absl. 1.25; d. Bacch. 11.111; Aesch. Sept.
275. For vase-paintings see n. 2 above; 0,1-'"'0" ad. ).444 (d. Schol.) = CT<{JCt)'OtO"Poll.
10.65. In place of the altar ({3wI-'O~), the hearth (';CTricx, icrxapcx) or sacrificial pit ({3o-
1'ipo~) can receive the blood; d. 1I.2.n.18 below. Cf. Stengel (1910) 105-125.
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be done with each piece." First of all, the heart, sometimes still beat-
ing, is put on the altar. 22 A seer is present to interpret the lobes of the
liver.23 In general, however, the (T7TAaYXl'a-the collective term for
the organs-are quickly roasted in the fire from the altar and eaten at
once. Thus the inner circle of active participants is brought together
in a communal meal, transforming horror into pleasure. Only the bile
is inedible and has to be disposed of: Likewise, the bones are not to
be used for the subsequent meal, so they are "consecrated" before-
hand. The bones, above all the thigh-bones (f.J.Tlpia) and the pelvis
with the tail (O(T(puS'),are put on the altar "in the proper order." 24 From
the bones, one can still see exactly how the parts of the living animal
fit together: its basic form is restored and consecrated. In Homer, a
"beginning," i.e., a first offering, consisting of raw. pieces of flesh
from every limb, is put on the bones as well, indicating the entirety of
the slaughtered animal. 25 The purifying fire then consumes all these
remains. Tl1.eskulls of bul1.sanq. rams.~};l_cig0<3.t-horDs_are.preseryeg 2.
in the sacred place as permanent evidence of the act of c:()I}secration.
The flow of blood is now replaced in its turn by the offerings of the
planter, pouring libations of wine into the fire and burning cakes. 27 As
the alcohol causes the flames to flare up, a higher reality seems pres-
ent. Then, as the fire dies down, the pleasing feast graduaIJy gives

21Stengel (1910) 7)-78; Meuli (1946) 246-48, 268-72; CT1Ja-1TAC>iyXVSvsovAristoph. Pax
1115; Eup. fro 108 (CAF 1286); Ath. 41Ob.
"Galen Plac. Hipp. et Plat. 2.4 p. 2)8 K; cf. Cleanthes in Cic. Nat. dear. 2.24; Suda K 370
(An. Bekk. 1275.10; ft. M. 492.12); Hsch. K",p/hava-tJc", K"'p5wUAKi",o,and cf. Luk. Sac-
rif. '3; LSS 121.7.

"G. Blecher, De extispicia capita tria (1905); for the Near Eastern tradition see J. Nougay-
rol, "Les rapports des haruspicines etrusque et assyro-babylonienne," CRAI (1955),
5°9-18.
"EutJsTia-a~ Hes. Th. 54'. Meuli (1946) 215-17 proved that the /-LTJpiamentioned regu-
larly in Homer are the bare thigh-bones; OO'Ti",AeUKc:IHes. Th. 540, 557. The comic
poets normally mention oa-<pv~and gall; cf. Men. Dysc.

45'-52 and cf. fro 264, Sam.
399-4°2; Eub. fro 95, '30 (CAF II '97, 210); Com. adesp. fro 1205 (CAF III. 606). Vase-
paintings (see n. 2 above) portray the da-<pu~ and tail of the sacrificial animal on the
altar; cf. Aristoph. Pax '054 with Schol.
"'!l/-LotJiTT/a-av II. 1.461, 2.424; Od. 3.458, 12.361, '4.427; Dion. Hal. Ant. 7.72.17;
Meuli (1946) 218, 256, 262.
"Theophr. Char. 21.7; Schol. Aristoph. Pluto 943; Eitrem (1917) 34-48; Nilsson (1955)
88, '45. For the accumulation of goat-horns in the temple of Apollo at Dreros see S. Ma-
rinatos, BCH 60 (1936), 224-25, 241-44. On the Keraton of Delos see Dikaiarchus fro85
W. = Pluto Thes. 21; Callim. Hy. Ap. 58-64; E. Bethe, Hermes 72 (1937),

'9'-94.
':Od..3.459-60; K]ai emtJvet &A[<piTWVT}/-LieKTov.. . LS '57 A, and d.

'5'
A 20

~7Tt.t9V£t.V.
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way to everyday life. 2S The skin of the sacrificial victim is generally
sold to benefit the sanctuary, to purchase new votive offerings and
new victims: in this way, the cult insures its O'Iyn continuance. 29

This rite is objectionable, and was already felt to be so early on,
because it so clearly and directly benefits man. Is the god "to whom"
the sacrifice is made any more than a transparent excuse for festive
feasting? All he gets are the bones, the fat, and the gall bladders.
Hesiod says that the crafty Prometheus, the friend of mankind,
caused this to be so in order to deceive the gods, and the burning of
bones became a standard joke in Greek comedy.30 Criticism that
damned the bloody act per se was far more penetrating. Zarathustra's
curse applies to all who lust for blood and slaughter cattle.3I "I have
had enough of burnt offering of rams and the fat of fed beasts; I do
not delight in the blood of bulls or of lambs or of he-goats," says the
Lord through Isaiah.32 In the Greek world, the Pythagoreans and Or-
phics demanded that the lives of all creatures with souls be spared,
and Empedokles was the most vehement of all in attacking the can-
nibalistic madness of the traditional sacrificial meal, as also in expres-
sing the desire for a realm of non-v,iolent love on the path toward "pu-
rification." 33 Philosophy then took up the criticism of blood-

"Often everything must be eaten on the spot (au <popa): see Burkert (1966)103n.36;LSS
88,94.
"Stengel (1920) 116-17; esp. IG 11' 1496 T()1TSPoyoVo/-Levov&vaAia-KsoVsi~ &vathj/-L"'T[a
SIG' 1044,47 = LSAM 72, 47; cf. LSS 61, 62-67, 23b4; SIG' 982,23-28; LS 69,85. An
exception: TO5ip/-La &yi'ST[ao LS

'5'
0 16; LS 18 r 11 TO5ip/-La KaTcryi'(smo), tJ. 11

5ip/-L<>K"'T",oyi's(mo) meaning "is burned" (Sokolowski) or "is torn apart" (Hsch. KaT-
aoyia-a~and aiyi'"" Suda ao44;G. Daux, BCH87 [1963],630)?
"'See n. 24 above; A. Thomser, "Der Trug des Prometheus," ARW 12 (1909), 460-90;
J. Rudhardt, "Les mythes grecs relatifs II l'instauration du sacrifice," MH 27 (1970)
1-15. The basis of the criticism is the concept that TOt1v",v 6wps,a-tJai eO'TovTO'~tJso,~
(Plat. Euthyphr. 14C).Accordingly, tables were set up for the gods (Tp&1TS''''O);a-KiAO~TO
1TPc:iTO {3oo~ 1TaptJsVTO Tih .1000 IG N

9'4 = SIG' 998 (Epidaurus, fifth century B.C.); cf.L. Ziehen, RE xvm 6'5-16; S. Dow and D.H. Gill, "The Greek Cult Table." AlA 69
(1965), 103-114. Yet it is possible to slaughter a wild boar "for Zeus and Helios" and
then throw the cadaver into the sea (II. 19.197/268 and cf. 3.104/310; for tortuous hy-
potheses to save the "offering" -interpretation see Stengel [1910], '9-23). Likewise inthe Latin mactare,"glorify,"the god's glory and exaltation derive from the subjection of
the victima.
"Esp. Yasna32.8,12, '4 (G. Widengren, Iranische Geisteswelt [1961],'55; H. Humbach,Die Gathasdes Zarathustra [1959],197-99). lt is unclear, however, to what extent blood-
sacrificewas rejected on principle, since it continued in practice: see M. Boyce, JRAS
(1966), 110; G. Widengren, Die Reilgianen Irans (196), 66, 92, 109.
"Is. 1:11; cf. 66:3.
"The Pythagorean tradition is divided, with e/-LI/JVxw" &7Tixsa-tJ",oagainst 5LK"'OOTaTO"

7
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sacrifice-above aU, Theophrastus, in his influential book On Piety.
This book explained animal-sacrifice as having replaced cannibalism,
which, in turn, had been forced on men because of difficult times."
After this, a theoretical defense of sacrificial custom was virtually
hopeless.35 B.otlL-Y:;g:rQ..and Se~~_~~~...£Q.nvi~ed _lhaUh~Q.ds...dQ
l}oL9~m~n<:l!:>IQQ~1~g~!1f.~~.: 36 Judaism in the Diaspora spread more
easily because cult practices had become concentrated in one temple
in Jerusalem, thus virtuaUy making Judaism outside Jerusalem a reli-
gion without animal-sacrifice." This also helped form Christian prac-
tice, which could thus take up the traditions of Greek philosophy. On
the other hand, it gave the idea of sacrifice a central significance and
raised it to a higher status than ever before. 3BThe death ofGod's son isthe one-time and perfect sacrifice, although it is still repeated in the
celebration of the Lord's Supper, in breaking the bread and drinking
the wine.

Folk custom, however, managed to defy even Christianization
md was subdued only by modern technological civilization. The Ger-
nan expression geschmiickt wie ein Pfingstochse ("decked out like an ox
ItPentecost") preserves the memory of the ritual slaughter of an ox at
he church festival (see n. 9 above). In Soviet Armenia the slaughter
,f a .sheep in front of the church is still a feature of regular Sunday
ervlce. Isolated Greek communities in Cappadocia celebrated the an-
ient sacrificial ritual weU into the twentieth century: opposite the
:mventional altar in the chapel of the saint would be a sacrificial al-
Irstone, upon which incense was burned when candles were lit; dur-
19 prayers, it would be decked with wreaths. The sacrificer would
ring the animal-a goat or a sheep-into the chapel, leading it three

'<LV(Iambl. V. Pyth. 82). Cf. j. Haussleiter. Oer Vegetarismusin der Antike (1935),
-163; W. Burkert, Lore and Science in Ancient Pythagoreanism (1972). 180-83; Em-
dokles B 136-39.
'orph. Abst. 2.27; j. Bernays, Theophrastos' Schrift uber Frommigkeit (1866). 86, 116;
Potscher, Theophrastos nepL eU(J'e{3eLOt~(1964),

174-75.Ine way out was to posit inferior, more bloodthirsty demons; see Xenokrates fr.
-25 Heinze.
'ii veri neque desiderant ea neque deposcunt Varro in Arnob. 7.1; deum . . . non immola-
libus nec sanguine multo colendum Sen. fr. 123

= Lact. Oiv. inst. 6.25.3.Cf. Demonax in(, Oem. 11; the Sibyl in Clem. Pr. 4.62; (Just.) Cohoad. Gr. 16.
'ith the exception of Passover celebrations; cE.j. jeremias, Die Passahfeier der Sa-
lIaner (1932);Th. H. Gaster, Passover:Its History and Traditions (1958).
i 1TCtO')(OtTJfJ-ow 6ni.JT)XP"J'TO~I Cor. 5,'7. For the rest, I refer the reader toJ. Wendland and E. Kinder,

RGG' IV 1647-56. The Christian jews still made Paul:ake in a sacrifice in jerusalem (Num. 6: 13-21) and finance it; cE.Acts 21,' 23-26. On
other hand, "Petrus" (Clem. Horn. 2.44.2)declares that the sacrificiallaws of the OT
forgeries.
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times around the sacrificial stone while children threw grass and
flowers onto it. As the priest stood at the altar, the keeper of the ani-
mal would make a sign of the cross with his.knife three times and
then slaughter the animal while praying. The blood was s~pposed to
sprinkle the stone. After this, outside the chapel, the ammal would
be carved up and the feast prepared. The priest, like his ancient
counterpart, received the animal's thigh and skin, as well as its head
and feet. 39 Christianity is here no more than a transparent cover for
the ancient form that underlies it: that is to say, for the sacred act of
blood-sacrifice.

Animal-sacrifice was an all-pervasive reality in the ancient world.
The Greeks'" did not perceive much difference between the substance
of their own customs and those of the Egyptians and Phoenicians,
Babylonians and Persians, Etruscans and Roman;i though ritu~l de-
tails varied greatly among the Greeks themselves. One peculIanty of
Greek sacrifice presents a problem for the modern historian: the com-
bination of a fire-altar and a blood-rite, of burning and eating, corre-

"Megas (1956) 15, and cE. 17, 84, 87, 224. (The name of the sacrifice, yovpmiv" comes
from Islam:Arabic qurban). For animal sacrifice to "Zeus" in Albania see Cook !II (1940)
1168-71. See now G. N. Aikaterinides, N'O'AA'1"'Ki~ Otlp.OtTT}pi~.Jv(J'i" (Athens,
1979).
"'Theophrastus (Porph. Abst. 2 and ef. n. 34 above), In his study of the development of
sacrifice, found it natural to include Egyptians, Syrians, Carthagin.ians, Etruscans,
Thracians, and Scythians. The tradition that the Cyprians invented sacrifice (Tatian. 1,
pp. 1, 6 Schwartz) goes back to Asklepiades of Cyprus, FGrHist 752F 1

= Neanthes,FGrHist 84 F 32 = Porph. Abst. 415.
"The antithesis between Olympian and Chthonic cult is often regarded as lundamental
(Rohde [1898] 148-52; Harrison [1922) 1-31; less schematically, Meuli (1946) 188-211,
and ef. Nilsson [19551 132-33). The antithesis between heavenly gods and gods of the
underworld is frequently attested starting with Aeschylus (Hik. 24, 154, Ag 89); a fa-
miliar distinction is that between 6vayi{e,v, "to make tabu," or evrifJ-"eLV, "to slaughterinto the sacrificialpit" for heroes and the dead, and .Jue," (F.Pfister, Oer Reliquienkult
im Altertum II [1912J, 466-80; Casabona [1966) 204-208, 225-29). On the different ways
of slaughtering see Schol. Apoll. Mod. 1.587, Et. Gen. p. 115 M = Et. M. 345.24-26; H. v. Fritze, JdI 18 (1903), 58-67. Yetbesides the sacrificialpits (f36.Jpo,) there are
different kinds of altars (f3WfJ-OL.60')(apOt" Parph. An/r. 6; Schol. Eur. Phoen. 274;Servo
Buc. 5.66;Yavis[1949]91-95), and the complex of .JV(J'LOt'cryevO'To' (Stengel [1910J 105)
does not correspond to the realm of the chthonie: sacrificial meals are familiar to us
from the cult of the .Jeoi X.JOVLO'(Stengel [1910J 131-133), especially 5e,,"",, from
hero-cults (A. D. Nock, HThR 37 [1944]. 141-66). Likewise, (J'cpayLOvand .Joi"OtfJ-Otdo
not mutually exclude each other: see Eur. Or. 815. In the cult of the dead, the meal
during which the dead man is offered blood (1I.23.29-34; OtifJ-OtKOVPi.a,cE.J. 6 below) is
juxtaposed to a rite of burning (II. 23.166-76). Burnt offeringsalone are rare: they often
function as a preliminary, e.g., LS 151 A 29-36 (ef. burnt-offering/thank-
offering in I Sam. 10:8,

'3 :9), just as a single sanctuary will often have both the grave of
a hero and the altar of the god: i.e., we are dealing with an antithesis within the ritual,
not with two fundamentally different and separate things. Cf. Burkert (1966) 103 n. 36.
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sponds directly only with the burnt offerings (zebah, selamim) of the
Old Testament"-although the details of Ugaritic and Phoenician
sacrificial cults are uncertain-and these differ markedly from Egyp-
tian and Mesopotamian, as well as Minoan-Mycenaean, rites, all of
which have no altars for burning whole animals or bones.'3 And yet,
whatever complexities, layers, and changes in cultural tradition un-
derlie the individual peculiarities, it is astounding, details aside, to
observe the similarity of action and experience from Athens to Jerusa-
lem and on to Babylon. A detailed Babylonian text of which several
copies were made describes the sacrifice of a bull whose skin was
used as the membrane of a tyrnpanon in the temple:'" an untouched
black bull would be chosen for the secret ceremony, which took place
in a room enclosed on all sides by curtains. The complicated prepara-
tions included scattering gTain, offering breads and libations, and sac-

rificing a sheep. The bull stood chained on a rush mat until it was time
for its mouth to be washed. After this, incantations would be whis-
pered into both its ears, after which it was spr.inkled with water, pu-
rified with a torch, and surrounded by a circle of grain. Following
prayer and song, the bull was killed, the heart burned at once, and
the skin and left shoulder sinew removed to string the tympanon.
After further libations and offerings, the priest would bend down to
the severed head and say, "This deed was done by all the gods; I did
not do it." One version of the text says that the cadaver would be bur-
ied; an older one forbids at least the head priest from eating the meat.
Fifteen days later, in a largely parallel ceremony, with preparatory and
closing rites, the newly covered tympanon was brought into the cen-
ter in place of the bull, thus inaugurating it into its function.

Not even the religious revolution in the Near East, i.e., the emer-
gence of Islam, could eliminate animal-sacrifice. The high point in
the life of a Moslem is the pilgTimage to Mecca 45 which still today
draws hundreds of thousands of worshippers annually. The central
point occurs on the ninth day of the holy month, in the journey from
Mecca to Mount Arafat, where the pilgrims stay from noon till sun-
down praying "before God." This is followed by the Day of Sacrifice.
On the tenth day, in Mina, the pilgrim must throw seven pebbles at
an old stone monument and then slaughter-usually with his own
hands-a sacrificial animal-a sheep, a goat, or even a camel-which
is driven up and sold to him by Bedouins. He eats some of the animal,
though usually giving most of it away or simply leaving it. Saudi Ara-
bia has resorted to bulldozers to remove the carcasses. After this, the
pilgTim is allowed to cut his hair again and remove his pilgrim's robes.
Likewise, sexual abstinence ends after his return to Mecca. It is the
consecrated man who kills and the act of killing is made sacred. "In
the name of Allah" and "Allah is merciful" are the Moslem formulas
that accompany even profane slaughter.

Daily routine inevitably made the sacrificial ritual an empty for-
mality." Therefore, in order to stress its importance, especially in the
ancient Near East, ordinances were created stipulating countless ob-
servances. The Greeks seem to have given most care to the "begin-

l.ikewise, in the Egyptian realm, sacrifice for the dead and that for the gods have com-
mon roots: see W. Barta, Die altiigyptischen Opferlisten van der Frilhzeit bis zur griech.-rom.
Epoche(1963), '53. On roasting/boiling see II.1.n.29.

"R. K. Yerkes, Sacrifice in Greekand Roman Religions and Early Judaism (1952); R. Schmid,
Das Bundesopfer i~ Israel (~964)' therefore assumed that Israeli burnt offering was a My-
:enaean Import VIaUgant (92), but d. D. Gill, Biblica47 (1966), 255-62: Homer's fami!-
,ar !J.TJpiaKai,," is absent from Mycenaean.
"Demostrated by Yavis(1949);d. K. Galling, DerAltar indenKulturendesAlten Orients
)925). On Mesopotamia see G. FurIani, "D sacrificio nella religione dei Semiti di Babi-
ani a e Assiria," Mem. Linc. VI4 (1932), 103-370; F. Blome, Die Opfermaterie in Babylon
md Israel (1934); Y. Rosengarten, Le regime des offrandes dans la societe sumerienne d'apres
es textes presa'.goniques de Lagas (1960). On Egypt see H. Kees, "Bemerkungen zum
rleropfer der Agypter und seiner Symbolik," NGG (1942), 71-88; Ph. Derchain, Rites
'gyptiens I: Lesacrificede l'oryx (1962), concerning which d. J. Zandee, Bib/. Or. 20 (1963),
'5'-53; W. Barta, Die a/tiigyptischen Opfer/isten (n.41 above). On Ugarit see B. Janowski,
19arit-Forschungen 12 (1980),23'-59.

. For a sacrificial list from Alalakh see O. J. Wiseman, The Alalakh Tablets (1953), 126.
'or a monumental altar for bull-sacrifice at Myrtou Pygades on Cyprus, including horn-
ymbols, a watering place for cattle, and bull statuettes (ca. 1700/1200 B.C.) see AA
1962)338-39, fig. 84. For a depiction of bull-sacrificeat Pylos see ThePalace ofNestorII
1969) pI. 119.
The ."hearth-house," out of which the Greek temple developed, is a type known al-
eady In Helladlc times: see H. Drerup, ArchaeologiJI Homerica 0 (1969),123-28. M. H.
~meson, AJA 62 (1958), ~23, refers to sacrifice at the hearth in Mycenaean times. Open-
If sites for burnt offermg-ash-altars consisting of piles of ashes and bones-are
~undantJy attested both for Greece (Nilsson [1955J, 86-88; d. 11.1below on Lykaion,
..2 on Olympia) and for bronze-age Europe (W. Kramer, "Prahistorische Brandop-
!rplatze," in He/vetia antiqua, F~stschr.E. Vogt [1966J, 111-22). It does not seem possible
t this time to organI2e the vanous forms of sacrifice at the "hearth-house" the stone
Itar, and the ash-altar into an historical system. '
ANET 334-38. The main text is Seleucid; others were copied in the seventh century
.c. from older Babylonian models. They thereby attest to the survival of the ritual over
Ie centunes. On the tympanon and the Kalu-priest (= Sum. galu), who "laments" "in

the language of the female," see E. Dhorme, Les religions de Babylonie et d'Assyrie
(1949'), 207-209, 217.
<5Enzyklopiidie des Islam II (1927), 208-213; Encyclopedie de !'Islam III (1965), 33-40 s.v.

HADJDJ; ibid. for the proof that the basic elements of the pilgrimage are pre-Islamic.
.. A sacrificial list from Uruk notes 50 rams, 2 bulls, 1 ox, and 8 lambs, among many
others, as the daily sacrifice: ANET 344. Croesus had 3,000 animals sacrificed at Delphi:
Hdt. 1, 50; '54 cows were bought for a festival on Delos: /G III[\]' 1635, 35. King Se-

leukos gave 1,000 lepe1a (sheep) and 12 cows for a sacrifice at Oidyma: OGI 214, 63.
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ning" stages (aPXccTlJea), as if trying to distract attention from the
central point, which nonetheless remained permanently fixed.
Hubert and Mauss" aptly characterized the structure of sacrificial rit-
ual with the concepts of "sacralization" and "desacralization"; that is
to say, preliminary rites, on the one hand, and closing rites, on the
other, framing a central action clearly marked as the emotional climax
by a piercing scream, the "Ololyge." This act, however, is the act of
killing, the experience of death. Thus, a threefold rhythm becomes
evident in the course of the sacrifice," moving from an inhibited, lab-
yrinthine beginning, through a terrifying midpoint, to a scrupulously
tidy conclusion. Vegetable offerings frequently come at the beginning
and again at the end of the ceremony, when libations are also espe-
cially characteristic. But the offerings can overlap and multiply, en-
larging the pattern until a triad of sacrificial festivals emerges which
yet adheres to the same unchangeable rhythm: the preliminary sacri-
fice, the terrifying sacrifice, and the victorious, affirming sacrifice.
The core is always the experience of death brought about by human
violence, which, in turn, is here subject to predetermined laws. And
this is nearly always connected with another human-all too hu-
man-action, namely, eating: the festive meal of those who share in
the sacred.

2. The Evolutionary
Explanation:Primitive Man

as Hunter
Karl Meuli's great essay on "Griechische Opferbrauche" (1946) 1

added a new dimension to our understanding of sacrifice. He noted
striking similarities in the details of Greek sacrifice and the customs of

~1See n. 2.

"Corresponding to the special case of the initiation rite, as established by Harrison
(1927) '5: -rraLooTpo<pia-crTrap<rt/Loo;-avafjiwcrL<.

'Nilsson's "durchschlagender Einwand" (1955), '45 n. 2, "dass nur gezahmte Tiere,
fast nie wilde geopfert werden," applies only to a problem of historical change (ct. 1.5
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hunting and herding societies, mostly in Siberia. Moreover, he
pointed out prehistoric discoveries that seemed to attest to similar
customs by Middle Palaeolithic times. This .powerful step backward
about 50,000 years in time admittedly seems to explain obscurum per
obscurius. Whether the prehistoric evidence may be taken to indicate
belief in a supreme being-a kind of primordial monotheism-is a
moot question. It seemed less risky to state: "Sacrifice is the oldest
form of religious action.'" But much of the oldest evidence remains
controversial.

Meuli relied on the "burial of bears" of Neanderthal times, as de-
scribed by Bachler and others: J they claimed that they had found
bears' skulls and bones, especially thigh-bones, carefully set up in
caves, and that these corresponded to the "skull- and long bone sacri-
fice" observed among Siberian hunters, who used to deposit the
bones and skulls of their quarry in sacred places.' In Greek ritual, too,
it is the bones, especially the thigh-bones, that belong to the gods.
The bear's special role further appears in the "bear festivals" of north-
ern Eurasian tribes, from the Finns to the Ainus and on to America.'
Yet the findings of Bachler have. come under serious attack: chance

below) and not to Meuli's basic argument. To be sure, the latter completely overlooked
the Neolithic Near Eastern component by malJng an all-too-direct connection between
the Indo-Germanic Greeks and the Eurasian hunters and herders. Against Meuli's al-
legedly magical interpretation, Miiller-Karpe (1966) 227-28 proposes a religious one
that proceeds from the experience of a "transcendental power"; but this is precisely
what the ritual communicates, and any interpretation of it-even self-interpretation-
is secondary (ct. 1.3 below).
'H. KUhn, "Das Problem des Urmonotheismus:' Abh. Mainz (1950),22, '7, whose in-
terpretation follows P. W. Schmidt, Der Ursprung der Gottesidee VI (1935), 444-54, as
well as A. Vorbichler, Das Opfer auf den heute noch erreichbarend/testen Stufen der Mensch-
heitsgeschichte (1956), and Miiller-Karpe (1966) 228.

'E. Bachler, Das alpine Paldolithikum der Schweiz (1940); Meuli (1946) 237-39. For addi-
tional finds in Central Franken, Silesia, and Siberia, see Miiller-Karpe (1966) 226; in
Hungary, see I. Trencsenyi-Waldapfel, Untersuchungen zur Religionsgeschichte (1966)

'9 n.17.
'u. Holmberg, "Uber die Jagdriten der nordlichen Volker Asiens und Europas:' J. So-
ciete Finno-Ougrienne 4' (1925). A. Gahs, "Kopf-, Schadel- und Langknochenopfer bei
Rentiervolkern:' Festschr. P. W. Schmidt (1928), 231-68; I. Paulson, "Ole Tierknochen
irn Jagdritual der nordeurasischen Volker:' Zeitschr.f. Ethnologie 84 (1959), 270-93;
I. Paulson, A. Hultkrantz, and K. Jettmar, Die Religionen Nordeurasiens und der amer;-
kanischen Arktis (1962).
5A. I. Hallowell, "Bear Ceremonialism in the Northern Hemisphere:' American An-
thropologist 28 (1926), 1-175; J. M. J<.jtagawa, "Ainu Bear Festival," History of Religions 1
(1961), 95-'5'; 1. Paulson, "Die rituelle Erhebung des Barenschadels bei arktischen
und subarktischen Volkern," Ternenos 1 (1965), '50-73.
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